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Level 3 Contact Mechanism
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Level 1 Contextual Role Pattern,
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business requirements
description, 45
DECLARATIVE ROLE, 41
declarative roles, identifying, 44
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implementations, 40
multiple roles, 44
organizations, 45
party concept, 45
persons, 45
roles as specific entities, 40
specific roles, 44
static roles, 45
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Level 2 declarative role pattern, 47–56
Level 3 declarative role pattern, 56–65
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Sands Distribution, 478
Level 2 patterns, Sands
Distribution, 480
Level 1 Recursive Pattern, 138–146
Level 2 Recursive Pattern, 146–155
Level 3 Recursive Pattern, 164–173
Level 3 Recursive Pattern with
Rules, 173–180
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Status, 254–261
Level 3 Status Pattern, 261–268
Level 4 Status Pattern, 269–280
LIMIT RULE, 428, 446
location of contact mechanism, 307
LOGISTICS SERVICE PROVIDER
declarative role, 81
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M
many-to-many relationships,
recursive, 222
MARKET RISK RULE, 446
MDM (Master Data Management)
data models, 470
Sands Distribution, 530–546
metadata, business data and, 412
motivations in using patterns,
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mutually exclusive classifications, 199
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NAME, 41
name attributes, declarative roles, 41
Name pattern, 17
need for book, 1–4
non-solicitation data, 400–401
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normalized patterns, 194
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ODL (Object Description
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one-to-many relationships, 212
Oracle Designer Notation, 29
ORDER
contact mechanism, 319–320, 325
FACILITY and, 375
ORDER (continued)
PARTY and, 375
Sands Distribution, 475
ORDER CONTACT
MECHANISM, 358
order description attribute, 317
ORDER ELECTRONIC ADDRESS, 338
order entry system, 237–238
order expected payment date
attribute, 243
ORDER POSTAL ADDRESS, 338
ORDER RULE, 420
ORDER STATUS, 264
ORDER TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NUMBER, 338
orders
Entered, 241
Entry Complete, 241
ORDER(s), 5, 101
as a commitment to purchase
goods or services, 311
classifications, 198
order id attribute, 259
ORDER ITEM(s), 241
ORGANIZATION, 152
definition, 48
PARTY subtype, 48
supertype/subtype structure,
party-specific attributes, 49
ORGANIZATION UNIT, 152
organizations
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common information with
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roles, 72
OTOB (one thing in one box), 531
OUTCOME VALUE TYPE, 452
outcomes
generalized, 451–453
specific, 451–453
owned objects, 143
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PARENT COMPANY, 152
Sands Distribution, 474–475, 476
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as organization, 47
as person, 47
roles, distinguishing, 54
PARTNER declarative entity, 43
partner type id foreign key, 49
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business email address attribute, 319
classifications, 198
contact mechanism, 325
CONTACT MECHANISM AND, 353
contextual roles, 99
CUSTOMER, 50
foreign key, 49
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multiple roles, 47
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ORGANIZATION, 100
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PARTY ROLE and, 90, 100
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supertype/subtype structure, 49
party-specific attributes, 49
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resistance to, 573–580
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socializing, 554
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party-specific attributes, 49
**personal country telephone code** attribute, 313
**personal telephone number**
attribute, 474
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PK (primary keys), 21
placeholders for contact mechanisms, 347
POSTAL ADDRESS, 358
POSTAL ADDRESS PART(s), 394
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POSTAL ADDRESS BOUNDARY, 369
POSTAL ADDRESS PART, 394
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POSTAL ADDRESS PART(s), GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARY(s), 398
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